The effects of influenza on a population are attributable to the clinical severity of illness and the number of persons infected, which can vary greatly between seasons or pandemics. To create a systematic framework for assessing the public health effects of an emerging pandemic, we reviewed data from past influenza seasons and pandemics to characterize severity and transmissibility (based on ranges of these measures in the United States) and outlined a formal assessment of the potential effects of a novel virus. The assessment was divided into 2 periods. Because early in a pandemic, measurement of severity and transmissibility is uncertain, we used a broad dichotomous scale in the initial assessment to divide the range of historic values. In the refined assessment, as more data became available, we categorized those values more precisely. By organizing and prioritizing data collection, this approach may inform an evidence-based assessment of pandemic effects and guide decision making.

Pandemic influenza results from the emergence of a new influenza A virus to which the population possesses little or no immunity (1). Past pandemic influenza viruses have spread rapidly worldwide, affecting persons of all ages and causing substantial illness and death. Influenza can result in a wide spectrum of clinical outcomes in infected persons, including asymptomatic infection, medically and non–medically attended respiratory illness, hospitalization, or death. The likelihood of these outcomes is variable and depends on many factors, including the age of the patient, the presence of underlying medical conditions, and characteristics of the virus itself (2).

The overall number of illnesses and deaths from influenza in the population may be primarily attributable to a combination of both the clinical severity of illness in infected persons and the transmissibility of the infection in the population. Figure 1 shows the increasing expected number of deaths in the US population as both the cumulative incidence of influenza in the population and the case-fatality ratio (CFR) increase.

Because the risk for severe outcomes and differences in the rates of transmission of the virus can vary, the effects on the population observed during pandemics have ranged from those similar to severe seasonal influenza epidemics to those experienced during the 1918 influenza pandemic. Depending on the overall population effects, a pandemic could overwhelm the capacities of public health and health care systems or result in societal disruption because of...
school or workplace absenteeism, which could affect critical infrastructure (1,3).

Historically, assessment of influenza pandemic effects has been characterized by using an estimate of the overall CFR (4). Although this approach provided guidance for planning and projections of the expected number of deaths from pandemic influenza in the population, using that ratio alone presents several challenges. First, deaths from influenza may occur weeks after illness begins and can also be subject to reporting bias, delaying the ability of public health and government leaders to quickly issue recommendations for evidence-based public health interventions if they lack an accurate estimate of CFR. Second, a single overall CFR does not fully account for the varying effects a seasonal epidemic or pandemic could have on vulnerable population subgroups, which could include children or the elderly, those with chronic conditions, or certain racial and ethnic minorities. Finally, CFR does not address other societal effects, such as absenteeism or the demand on health care services from excess outpatient visits and hospitalizations, that could result from increased transmission. Because of these limitations, relying on CFR as a single measure of the effects on a population may make an assessment difficult if such data are not yet available early in a pandemic or misleading if the available data are not well characterized and the biases are not well understood.

The ability to synthesize epidemiologic data collected early during a pandemic to characterize its anticipated public health effects is of vital importance to public health officials in the United States and worldwide. Here we provide a conceptual framework with which to characterize the expected effects of a pandemic in the context of past experience with influenza epidemics and pandemics in the United States. We examined published data from past influenza seasons and pandemics to determine the range of effects of influenza in the United States. The framework provides a basic structure by which to synthesize epidemiologic data and on which preparedness plans can be developed to guide and communicate the pandemic influenza response.

Methods

We developed the assessment framework using a 4-step process. The steps included were the following: 1) identify and evaluate available measures of influenza transmissibility and severity, 2) create a standard scale for selected measures, 3) summarize and scale available measures, and 4) provide historical context.

Step 1: Identify and Evaluate Measures of Transmissibility and Severity

We first identified epidemiologic measures that may be indicators of either the transmissibility of a novel influenza virus or the clinical severity in infected persons. The identification of relevant measures within these categories was based on an extensive review of historical seasonal and pandemic influenza literature, including published articles and reports of surveillance data collected from the 1918 pandemic forward. Three criteria were used to evaluate the identified measures: 1) the availability and quality of data related to the measures during the early stages of past influenza pandemics and seasonal influenza epidemics; 2) the presence of enough variation in the measure to produce a biologically plausible and measurable scale; and 3) the epidemiologic strengths and limitations of the measure (online Technical Appendix, wwwnc.cdc.gov/EID/pdfs/12-0124-Techapp.pdf).

Step 2: Scaling Measures of Transmissibility and Severity

From the list of measures identified in step 1, we abstracted data from the literature review on the measures as reported during previous influenza seasons and pandemics. To create a comparable scale across the various measures of transmissibility and clinical severity, we first identified the range of values that had been observed historically for each measure. The data for each measure were then categorized into a uniform scale that was consistent across indicators of transmissibility and across indicators of clinical severity.

Because the availability and quality of epidemiologic information will increase throughout the course of a pandemic, we divided the assessment process into 2 assessment frameworks: 1) an “initial assessment” when data are sparse or very uncertain, and 2) a “refined assessment” when data are more available and more certain. A uniform scale of the transmissibility and clinical severity indicators was developed for each framework. When transmission of a novel influenza virus is identified, early epidemiologic measures provide a broad initial assessment, albeit with a high level of uncertainty, and were categorized by using a broad dichotomous scale. The assessment framework would become more refined as additional epidemiologic and clinical information are gathered and the biases in the earliest measures are better characterized. During this period, a similar general framework would incorporate a finer scale, allowing for more discrete separation of seasonal epidemics and pandemics.

Step 3: Summarize and Score Available Measures

During the initial assessment, a combination of the dichotomous scale for indicators of transmissibility and the dichotomous scale for indicators of severity results in a framework with 4 profiles (A, B, C, D) (Figure 2). An initial assessment can be made as soon as data on some measures become available and would continue to be reviewed and revised as the data warrant. As early data become available, issues of data quality are also essential to consider; we include a list of such considerations in
the online Technical Appendix. Once more robust data are available, the assessment could transition to the more detailed scale of the refined assessment framework, with scaled values of severity and transmissibility plotted along an x-axis and y-axis, respectively (Figure 3). Because the effects of an influenza pandemic may vary between age groups, the refined assessment could also be conducted with age-stratified data on indicators of transmissibility and clinical severity and then plotted by using the same scale and framework (Figure 4).

Step 4: Provide Historical Context

For the refined assessment, we scaled and plotted data from obtained from our literature review for 4 pandemics (2009, 1968, 1957, 1918) and 3 nonpandemic influenza seasons that ranged in transmissibility and severity (1978-79, 2006-07, and 2007-08) (online Technical Appendix). When multiple measures for transmissibility or severity were present, we used the median score across all available measures. Age-stratified data from the 2009 influenza A (H1N1) pandemic were also similarly scaled and plotted by using the age categories <18 years, 18–64 years, and ≥65 years.

Results

Initial Assessment

Early in a pandemic, the spread of a novel virus is likely to be restricted to a particular geographic area, mostly in focal clusters of infections, and epidemiologic data are limited. To reflect the uncertainty in early data, we divided each measure of transmissibility and severity for the initial assessment framework into a dichotomous scale corresponding to the low-moderate and moderate-high ends of the range of values from the literature review. Scaled values for the initial assessment are shown in Table 1.

We recognized that early measures are likely to have substantial biases. Early measures of the transmissibility of the virus are likely to come from larger recognized outbreaks, which may lead to higher estimates than would eventually occur in the whole population. Likewise, early indicators of severity may be overestimated if severe illnesses are more likely to be recognized, as was seen worldwide early in the 2009 influenza A (H1N1) pandemic (5,6). For example, reports to the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (Atlanta, GA, USA) of confirmed cases in the first few weeks of the 2009 pandemic indicated a crude CFR of 0.3% (7), >10-fold higher than it was estimated to be following adjustment for underdetection (5,8). To account for this bias in early measurements, we set the midpoint of the CFR in the initial assessment 10 times higher than the midpoint in the refined assessment.

Early measures of transmissibility were then scaled along a y-axis, and early measures of clinical severity were scaled along an x-axis. From the combination of these 2 dichotomous scales, the initial framework results in 4 quadrants (Figure 2). In quadrant A, for example, available indicators appear similar to the range seen in annual seasonal epidemics. For quadrant B, although clinical severity is in the range of that seen in seasonal epidemics, the transmissibility is greater and thus overall rates of severe outcomes may be greater. Conversely, in quadrant C, transmissibility is similar to that of seasonal epidemics, but severity is expected to be higher, again leading to increased expected rates of severe outcomes, but for a different reason. Finally, in quadrant D, both indicators are greater than expected during annual seasonal epidemics. Consequently, recommended guidance and interventions during the pandemic response may be different between the quadrants.

Figure 2. Framework for the initial assessment of the effects of an influenza pandemic.

Figure 3. Framework for the refined assessment of the effects of an influenza pandemic, with scaled examples of past pandemics and past influenza seasons. A color version of this figure is available online (wwwnc.cdc.gov/eid/article/19/1/12-0124-F3.htm).
Figure 4. Framework for the refined assessment of the effects of an influenza pandemic, stratified by age group with scaled examples from the 2009 pandemic. A color version of this figure is available online (wwwnc.cdc.gov/eid/article/19/1/12-0124-F4.htm).

Refined Assessment

Although the assessment would be updated routinely as new data become available, an increase in the amount and quality of data will allow results to be presented in a more precise, refined assessment. For this framework, the range for each measure of transmissibility was divided into a 5-point scale while the range for each measure of clinical severity, which covered a broader range of values, was divided along a 7-point scale. To illustrate this assessment framework, we selected 5 measures of transmissibility and 3 measures of severity to scale on the basis of information obtained in our literature review. Detailed discussions of the measures and their strengths and limitations are in the online Technical Appendix. Table 2 displays the ordinal scales for the measures of transmissibility and clinical severity that we developed for the refined assessment. For example, a cumulative symptomatic attack rate of 12% would be classified as a 2 on the scale, whereas a cumulative symptomatic attack rate of 28% would be a 5 on the scale. Likewise, a CFR of 0.01% would be a 1 on the clinical severity scale, whereas a CFR of 1.2% would be a 7. Each measure followed this approach with a scale of 1, representing the lowest observed values for that parameter, with values increasing as the scale increases.

Using available measures of transmissibility and clinical severity and the scale in Table 2, we plotted the coordinates for several sample years on the refined assessment framework. For example, using the 2009 pandemic (Table 3), available measures of clinical severity included the symptomatic CFR, the symptomatic case-hospitalization ratio, and the ratio of deaths to hospitalizations (5,8). Each of these measurements was a 2 on the ordinal scale of clinical severity. Available measures of transmissibility from 2009 included a household secondary attack rate (9–11), an estimated population clinical attack rate (12), an estimated R0 (13), and a peak percent of visits for influenza-like illness from national surveillance (14). Each of these measurements was a 3 on the scale of transmissibility. This is illustrated at the coordinate (2,3) in Figure 3. We likewise characterized data abstracted from past pandemics and selected previous seasons and also plotted them as shown in Figure 3. Further details are included in the online Technical Appendix.

In addition, we abstracted and scaled data from the 2009 pandemic by age group. These values were plotted in Figure 4, with the dashed box representing the overall

| Table 1. Scaled measures of transmissibility and clinical severity for the initial assessment of pandemic influenza effects |
|--------------------------------------------------------|-----------------|
| Parameter no. and description                             | Scale             |
| Transmissibility                                         | Low-moderate    | Moderate-high |
| 1. Secondary attack rate, household, %                    | <20              | >20          |
| 2. Attack rate, school or university, %                    | <30              | >30          |
| 3. Attack rate, workplace or community, %                 | <20              | >30          |
| 4. R0: basic reproductive no.                            | 1.0–1.7         | ≥1.8         |
| 5. Underlying population immunity                         | Some underlying population immunity present | No underlying population immunity present |
| 6. Emergency department or outpatient visits for influenza-like illness, % | <10              | ≥10          |
| 7. Virologic characterization                             | Genetic markers for transmissibility absent | Genetic markers for transmissibility present |
| 8. Animal models—transmission studies                     | Less efficient or similar to seasonal influenza | More efficient than seasonal influenza |
| Clinical severity                                         |                  |
| 1. Upper boundary of case-fatality ratio, %                | <1               | ≥1           |
| 2. Upper boundary of case-hospitalization ratio, %        | <10              | ≥10          |
| 3. Ratio, deaths: hospitalizations, %                     | Genetic markers for virulence absent | Genetic markers for virulence present |
| 4. Virologic characterization                             | Less virulent or similar to seasonal influenza | More virulent than seasonal influenza |
| 5. Animal models                                          |                  |
Table 2. Scaled measures of transmissibility and clinical severity for the refined assessment of pandemic influenza effects

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter no. and description</th>
<th>Scale</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Transmissibility</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Symptomatic attack rate, community, %</td>
<td>11–15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Symptomatic attack rate, school, %</td>
<td>20–25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Household secondary attack rate, symptomatic, %</td>
<td>5–10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. R0: basic reproductive no.</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Peak % outpatient visits for influenza-like illness</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| **Clinical severity**          |       |
| 1. Case-fatality ratio, %      | <10   |
| 2. Case-hospitalization ratio, %| <0.5  |
| 3. Ratio, deaths: hospitalization, % | <3   |

Discussion

A new framework to assess pandemic effects was developed to systematically assess the potential population effects of an influenza pandemic by characterizing data on both transmissibility and clinical severity and providing historical context from past pandemics and influenza seasons. We divided the framework into 2 periods. In the initial assessment, during the early stages of a pandemic, few epidemiologic data may be available and early indicators can be variable. These indicators were thus categorized by using a broad dichotomous scale. In the refined assessment, as increased data become available later in a pandemic, the ranges of transmissibility and severity measures were more finely categorized.

Rather than rely only on a single measure, such as the CFR, to assess the potential effects of a pandemic, which may be misleading if those data are unavailable or not representative early in the pandemic, we incorporated several epidemiologic measures into the framework, although the CFR remains a valuable measure of clinical severity. With the creation of a standard scale that includes multiple epidemiologic measures, a variety of data may be incorporated to help synthesize these different measures into an overall indicator of transmissibility and clinical severity.

The visualization of epidemiologic data in the framework provides epidemiologists, public health officials, and policy makers with an evidence-based assessment of influenza transmissibility and clinical severity in the context of previous influenza seasons and pandemics. Although the 3 selected influenza seasons are positioned in a cluster in the lower left of Figure 3, discernible differences exist between the seasons. During the 2006–07 season, subtype A/H1N1 viruses predominated (15), producing what has been generally regarded as a milder season in the United States; this season received the lowest score for both transmissibility and clinical severity. Conversely, during the 2007–08 season, subtype A/H3N2 viruses predominated (16) to produce what has been generally regarded as a more severe season. This season is positioned toward the center of the graph, which indicates greater transmissibility and clinical severity than was seen in 2006–07. The 3 modern pandemics (2009, 1968, and 1957) are clustered in the upper center of the graph, indicating that these pandemics had higher transmissibility but that overall clinical severity was either at or moderately above the level observed during some recent influenza seasons. In contrast, the 1918 pandemic was positioned at the upper right corner of the graph, indicating a very transmissible and clinically severe pandemic with extensive effects in the population.

An evidence-based assessment of pandemic effects is essential to inform decision makers early in a pandemic and enable them to develop and communicate preventive recommendations to reduce illness and death. The context

Table 3. Indicators of severity and transmissibility from the 2009 influenza (H1N1) pandemic and the corresponding assessment scale

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Clinical severity</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Symptomatic case-fatality ratio, %</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Symptomatic case-hospitalization ratio, %</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ratio, deaths: hospitalization, %</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall</td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Transmissibility</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Household secondary attack rate, symptomatic, %</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Symptomatic attack rate, community, %</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peak % visits for influenza-like illness</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R0: basic reproductive no.</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall</td>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
provided by the assessment of transmissibility and severity can inform the selection of pharmacologic and nonpharmaco-
cologic interventions that may be appropriate to mitigate the
anticipated effects of a pandemic. For example, although the
early initial assessment was categorized into only 4 quad-
rants, this broad early assessment can help organize avail-
able information to facilitate early decision-making that
may need to be initiated when data are still limited. When
clinical severity is high (quadrants C/D), measures may be
initiated to provide early treatment to all who are ill and to
reduce spread to limit severe disease outcomes and demand
on health systems. If clinical severity appears to be similar to
seasonal epidemics, but incidence is high (quadrant B), mea-
sures may be taken to reduce transmission and prepare for
the possibility of disruption in schools and workplaces due
to absenteeism. As more data are collected, the assessment
transitions into a more detailed refined assessment, and a bet-
ter characterization of the risks of transmissibility and clin-
ic severity. Subsequently, recommendations and communica-
tions may be refined to better reflect the potential effects
of the evolving pandemic. Work is ongoing at the Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention to use the assessment frame-
work to select different combinations of transmissibility and
clinical severity and develop pre-pandemic guidance on the
basis of the potential effects in the population.

Although this framework provided an assessment of the
potential population effects from an influenza pandem-
ic, it should not be used in isolation of other epidemiologic
data. As this study illustrated, the assessment may be strati-
fied to incorporate data on transmissibility and severity by
age group or other risk factors to assess how the expected
effects might vary in and across these groups. In addition,
decision makers should consider the potential effects in
relation to the time at which the pandemic emerges and the
particular course of the epidemic in an area (i.e., early vs.
approaching peak activity). For example, although the
United States experienced a peak of pandemic activity in
the late spring of 2009, for most of the country that wave
ultimately accounted for only \( \approx 5\% - 8\% \) of the total esti-
mated burden of influenza during the first year of the pandemic
(5,12). Decision makers should also consider additional
factors that are relevant to their individual communities, re-
gions, and states when formulating guidance for interven-
tions based on the epidemiologic impact assessment. These
considerations include factors such as access to adequate
health care and public health interventions among the af-
fected population, the demographic make-up, the presence
of vulnerable populations, or the population density.

Our assessment is subject to some limitations. We con-
ducted a literature review of published data on mea-
sures of transmissibility and clinical severity from past
influenza seasons and pandemics. Some data were sparse
or contradictory, making it difficult to fully understand
the variability within measures and the comparabil-
ity between measures. However, building the framework
around a standard scale provides flexibility to refine how
measures are categorized as additional data become avail-
able and allows for other measures to also be incorporated
into the scale. This lack of data underscores the need for
ongoing study of the epidemiology of annual epidemics
of influenza to improve our ability to accurately charac-
terize the variability in the transmissibility and severity
of influenza. An increased understanding of the effects
of seasonal influenza will help the public health community
prepare for the potential effects of a novel influenza virus.

In addition, there will be biases and limitations in the
measurement or availability of epidemiologic data to incor-
porate in the framework. The online Technical Appendix
describes an evaluation of several epidemiologic measures
and available data sources. We attempted to account for
some of the known biases by adjusting the scales used in
the initial assessment on the basis of the most recent expe-
rience of the 2009 pandemic. However, changes in care-
seeking behavior or testing practices may require readjust-
ing the scale to more accurately reflect future trends. It is
also possible that severity could be underestimated initially
because of the delay from illness to death, which we did not
directly account for (17). In the case of influenza, however,
this underestimation may have less bearing than the sub-
stantial underrecognition of community transmission (6).

Continued refinement of the methods by which we col-
llect and analyze data annually on influenza will improve
our ability to have accurate and reliable data during a pan-
demic. A key challenge in assessing the effects of an in-
fluenza pandemic is that many cases of influenza are mild,
even in the most severe pandemics, and not all persons will
seek medical care or be tested for influenza. This leads to
an underestimation of the incidence by missing persons
who do not seek medical care and biases estimates of se-
verity by disproportionately detecting more severe cases.
Developing novel methods to better characterize the com-
unity effects of influenza will be vital to define a more
accurate case denominator. In addition, strengthening sys-
tematic surveillance methods and better characterizing ex-
sting systems will also help address some of the biases in
the detection of influenza and the estimation of key epide-
miologic parameters.

Although we used data from the United States, the
framework provides a basic structure to synthesize epide-
miologic data that may be useful in other settings as well.
The measures used to characterize epidemics and pandem-
ics of influenza have both strengths and limitations; thus,
we developed a the framework that is flexible and can be
adapted over time to incorporate or refine measures as
more data become available or better characterized. Further
evaluation of the framework will be needed to determine
whether it will be used as a formal policy for pandemic planning and response. This standardized approach informs the assessment of pandemic impact by organizing available epidemiologic information using a set of key parameters to prioritize data collection and facilitate decision making.
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Technical Appendix

To develop the framework presented in the manuscript we evaluated several measures of influenza transmissibility and severity that have been characterized historically in the literature. In parts A and B, we provide a review of those measures that could be used to characterize novel influenza viruses and pandemics, including a detailed discussion of their strengths and limitations. Some measures did not have sufficient historical data, and were not able to be included in the assessment framework. Such measures may be incorporated into the framework in the future as they become better characterized. In Part C, we outline several data quality issues that should be considered in the inclusion of data in the assessment framework. Finally, in Part D we provide additional detail on the data abstracted from the literature on past pandemics and selected seasons that were used to scale examples provided in the manuscript.
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A. **Evaluation of measures of transmissibility: Description of parameter sources, strengths, and limitations**

1. **R₀ and serial interval**

   R₀ (the basic reproductive number) is defined as the average number of secondary cases per typical case in an otherwise susceptible population. Serial interval is the time between the onset of symptoms in a case patient and the onset of symptoms in the household contacts they infect.

   **Strengths:** These measures help to characterize the speed with which a pathogen spreads throughout the population. The magnitude of R₀ may also inform the intensity of countermeasures that may be required to halt transmission. It is possible to estimate R₀ from case incidence data alone based on the pattern of the growing incidence of cases (1), and may have reasonable precision when the incidence of cases reaches only a few hundred (2).

   **Limitations:** There is a delay before enough cases and generations of spread have occurred to estimate these parameters reliably. Additionally, these parameters are population specific and may not be generalizable from studies that occur in different populations.

2. **Estimated attack rate (community, household, school, workplace)**

   **Strengths:** Attack rate is important to calculations of morbidity and overall societal disruption due to the pandemic influenza virus. The total number of estimated cases, estimated absenteeism, and potential economic impacts rely on an accurate understanding of the number of individuals who will become ill with the new virus. Field investigations can provide a well-defined population base in which to quickly assess illness and community disruption in an affected area. Approaches such as telephone or internet surveys may allow for a rapid assessment of a relatively large population. Household studies can be a reliable source of data for estimating the secondary attack rate of the disease in households (3).

   **Limitations:** Accurate attack rates are often difficult to estimate early on, as the selected field location must have had enough transmission to get an accurate representation of the ultimate impact of a pandemic influenza virus, and be large enough to provide reliable estimates. In local settings where significant transmission has taken place, studies may not be representative of the total population, since attack rates can vary across geographic and demographic subgroups. Confirmation of pandemic virus infection may be unlikely among all ill participants, thus case definitions that do not rely on laboratory confirmation, such as influenza-like illness, may be used. Even a carefully selected syndromic case definition will miss cases of true pandemic influenza infection, will include cases that do not have true infection.
3. Medically-attended outpatient ILI visits
Presence of an influenza-like illness (routinely defined as fever [temperature >100°F /37.8°C] with cough or sore throat) among participants is currently ascertained through a wide variety of existing surveillance networks.

**Strengths:** These data provide regional and national views of current influenza activity, and many surveillance systems currently function year-round. Some of these systems have substantial historic data that allow for the development of well-characterized national and regional baselines. Electronic data sources may provide a near real-time snapshot of the number of people visiting outpatient providers or ERs for influenza-like illness. Indicators from these systems are likely going to be one of the first to reflect that a pandemic virus is widespread in a community. Electronic data sources are often available, allowing accurate baselines and trends to be calculated.

**Limitations:** A syndromic case definition will miss cases of true pandemic influenza infection that do not cause ILI, will include cases of ILI caused by other etiologies, and will exclude asymptomatic cases, giving a limited picture of the virus’ activity. In addition, estimates of medically-attended ILI can be influenced by media attention on the spread of a pandemic influenza virus. Therefore, some increase in ILI visits will be a reflection of increased care-seeking behavior where the individual might not have sought care outside of a pandemic. It may be difficult to determine this effect in the early stages of a pandemic without additional field investigations.

Finally, electronic data sources are a new and expanding source of surveillance data. Electronic health record data are not governed by a single set of standards, so each system utilized will have specific caveats and data management issues that will need to be addressed. It may be difficult to find vendors that can provide data on short notice in specific geographical areas without a pre-existing relationship. Once data are received, it may be difficult to interpret and a careful consideration of the source is warranted. Further analysis and evaluation of these data sources during annual influenza seasons will help to identify the most useful sources of data and better characterize measures and trends that would be meaningful in a pandemic situation.

4. Underlying population immunity

**Strengths:** If representative baseline serum samples are available, limited serologic analysis could be done in a relatively short period of time after the detection of a pandemic virus to identify whether any underlying population immunity exists to the pandemic virus.

**Limitations:** A dedicated, representative collection of sera with adequate geographic distribution and which captures multiple birth cohorts may not be available for rapidly determining population immunity. Additionally, serology results can be delayed by the time required to develop and conduct virus-specific serologic assays, which may require significant time and resources.
5. Genetic markers of transmissibility

*Strengths:* Sequencing of the viral genome and antigenic characterization will occur soon after the discovery of a pandemic influenza virus. Information such as the presence of mutations for increased propensity for transmission may be identified from the results of these analyses.

*Limitations:* Few mutations within the influenza virus genome cause well-defined changes in transmissibility of the virus, nor is it currently known how these mutations correlate with expected attack rate in the population. Additional research will be needed to determine how a mutation or underlying population immunity affects the transmissibility of the virus.

6. Animal transmission experiments

*Strengths:* Once a novel influenza virus has been isolated, experiments using ferrets or other animal models can determine if contact and respiratory transmission of the novel virus differs from the observed transmission of other seasonal, novel, or pandemic influenza viruses. This work can be accomplished relatively soon after the first detection of a novel influenza virus.

*Limitations:* Currently, this capability exists in only a few laboratories in the world which can carry out animal studies in appropriate conditions. Results from ferret studies may not represent transmission dynamics in humans.

7. School/workplace absenteeism, including healthcare workers (HCW)

*Strengths:* Significant increases in school or industrial absenteeism and overall disruption may be detected in outbreak-affected populations. If timely data are available, this may provide some proxy indicators for attack rate before the time needed to organize and conduct a more detailed investigation. Additionally, HCWs in outbreak-affected areas are likely to be one of the first groups at risk for transmission and may provide some of the first opportunities to measure transmission.

*Limitations:* Currently, there is limited access to historic data on absenteeism and therefore was not included in the current impact assessment. Additional data and analysis of absenteeism records and their causes will be beneficial to determine historic baselines to assess excess absenteeism during a pandemic.
B. **Evaluation of measures of clinical severity: Description of parameter sources, strengths, and limitations**

1. **Case-fatality and case-hospitalization ratios**

   *Strengths:* The case-fatality ratio and the case-hospitalization ratio could be estimated from reports of early laboratory-confirmed cases to CDC. In addition, field investigations in an affected area can provide a well-defined population base in which to assess rates of morbidity and mortality in relation to the full spectrum of illness (4).

   In combination with statistical expectations about the number of severe outcomes and corresponding precision in a given sample size, the occurrence or lack of severe outcomes may provide a projected range of severity and may indicate an upper bound for the estimated ratios early on.

   *Limitations:* Early in the course of a pandemic, the availability of laboratory confirmation of infection may be unavailable to define the total number of cases, which forms the denominator of these ratios. Since not all ill people are tested, laboratory-confirmed cases will be an underestimate of total cases, and detection is likely biased to more severe cases. As a result, calculations using confirmed cases will likely overestimate the true clinical severity of infection. Novel approaches to the collection and adjustment of data on reported cases have been proposed and may provide avenues to improve the quality of related measures early in a pandemic.

   The time to hospitalization and mortality lags behind the identification of illness in the population, and investigations undertaken too quickly in a population may not adequately capture the morbidity and mortality associated with the pandemic virus.

   Finally, the threshold for hospitalization can vary broadly among populations/facilities, so it may be difficult to understand how generalizable measures may be that incorporate hospitalization.

2. **Ratio of deaths to hospitalizations**

   *Strengths:* If influenza testing is likely to be biased toward persons with more severe illness, detection may be less biased between hospitalized cases and deaths than that of outpatient influenza. A ratio of the number of influenza deaths to the number of influenza hospitalizations in a given population may provide some information on the relative severity of a pandemic influenza virus if a greater proportion of severe illness results in death than previously expected.

   *Limitations:* The threshold for hospitalization can vary between populations and over time, depending on the capacity of the health care system. It will be important to better characterize this measure historically to establish an appropriate baseline and variability in the measure. As influenza activity increases, however, an increasing likelihood of death compared to all those with severe illness may be an important measure to understand as a possible indicator of strain on the capacity of the health system to provide supportive care.
3. Genetic markers of virulence

**Strengths:** Laboratory analysis will be available quickly upon detection of a novel virus. Genetic markers potentially associated with increased propensity for virulence may be identified from the results of this analysis.

**Limitations:** The association between these markers and severity in human populations is not well-understood. A clear understanding of the presence and absence of certain mutations and their corresponding population-level impact on the virus’ pathogenicity in humans is lacking.

4. Animal immunopathologic experiments

**Strengths:** Soon after isolation of a novel influenza virus, experiments in ferrets can be performed to determine the clinical features of infection. Pathologic and immunologic studies of tissues and biological markers can indicate the extent of infection and the morbidity and mortality of infection relative to experimental infection with other seasonal, novel, and past pandemic viruses.

**Limitations:** Currently, this capability exists in only a few laboratories in the world which can implement animal studies in appropriate conditions. Results from ferret studies may not represent virulence in humans.

5. Percent of ED visits that resulted in hospitalization

**Strengths:** Data from electronic data sources may be the earliest source of clinical data available to characterize the spectrum of illness associated with pandemic influenza virus infection. Early analysis of basic data in an outbreak-affected area may provide a sense of the proportion of people presenting to medical care that require hospitalization or other supportive care.

**Limitations:** The threshold for hospitalization is known to vary from setting to setting, thus it will be important to have a data source that has a well-characterized baseline for comparison. Currently, there is limited access to historic data and therefore was not included in the current impact assessment. As these data sources are relatively new and expanding, additional analysis of such existing data may be needed for interpretation.

6. Percent of hospitalizations admitted to ICU

**Strengths:** If influenza testing is likely to be biased to persons with more severe illness, detection may be less biased between all hospitalized cases and those requiring ICU admission. The smaller and more well-defined population may allow for more complete ascertainment, and thus a more valid measure of whether a greater proportion of hospitalized cases require critical care than would be expected.

**Limitations:** The threshold for hospitalization and ICU care may vary between populations and over time, depending on the capacity of the health care system. Currently, there is limited access to historic data and therefore was not included in the current impact assessment. It will be important to better characterize this measure historically to establish an appropriate baseline and variability in the measure.
7. Rate of hospitalization

**Strengths:** Because influenza testing is more likely to be performed for serious illness, hospitalization for influenza-related causes is less likely to be under ascertained. This measure may provide an assessment of whether the burden of hospitalization is higher than expected and whether specific risk factors exist that increase the rate of hospitalization.

**Limitations:** The rate of hospitalization is a combination of both the attack rate and risk of hospitalization among ill persons. As a result, without a corresponding measure of attack rate, it is difficult to interpret whether an increased rate of hospitalization represents increased clinical severity of illness or greater incidence of illness in the population.

8. Excess deaths

**Strengths:** These data have been used for many decades to define a baseline and epidemic threshold for mortality due to pneumonia and influenza (P & I), and provide a well-characterized means to compare P & I mortality from year to year.

**Limitations:** The number of excess deaths observed in a population can be a misleading indicator of severity because it is a combination of both the attack rate and risk of death among ill persons. As a result, without a corresponding measure of attack rate, it is difficult to interpret whether an increased number of deaths represents increased clinical severity of illness or greater incidence of illness in the population.
C. Data quality evaluation

Because of the uncertainty of early findings, the assessment will continue to be reviewed and revised as the data warrant. Issues of data quality should factor into decisions about the inclusion of epidemiologic data in the impact assessment. The following are some data quality considerations:

- **Type of estimates available:** What is the source population? Who is excluded and are there any impacts caused by these exclusions? Do the data measure the factors meant to be measured?

- **Timeliness:** What is the time period for which the data were collected?

- **Geographic detail:** What is the geographical source of the data? What geographic regions do these data represent? If international, is the population, culture, and medical infrastructure similar to the United States?

- **Availability of historic information:** Do the current data have a historic record with which to compare and benchmark?

- **Statistical standards:** Are there any serious accuracy or methodological problems with the statistics?

- **Revisions to data:** Has the data been revised or corrected because of data quality or analysis issues?

- **Presentation of the information:** Are key materials to support correct interpretation, such as concepts, sources, and methods, provided? Are the data and results presented clearly?

- **Other cautions:** Is there any other relevant issue or caution that should be exercised in the use of the data?

Adapted from: The Australian Bureau of Statistics Data Quality Framework (1520.0)
**D. Data on measures of transmission and severity used to scale examples of past seasons and pandemics**

Table D.1: Measures from 1918 pandemic, all age groups.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TRANSMISSION</th>
<th>Range of observed values</th>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Low</th>
<th>High</th>
<th>Score</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Cumulative incidence of ILI, community</td>
<td>8.8</td>
<td>39.1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>(7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$R_0$: Basic Reproductive Number</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>(8)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SEVERITY</th>
<th>Range of observed values</th>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Low</th>
<th>High</th>
<th>Score</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Symptomatic case-fatality ratio</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>2.04%</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>(9)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table D.2: Measures from 1957 pandemic, all age groups.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TRANSMISSION</th>
<th>Range of observed values</th>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Low</th>
<th>High</th>
<th>Score</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Cumulative incidence of ILI, community</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>48%</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>(10, 11)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Cumulative incidence of laboratory-confirmed illness</td>
<td>18.5%</td>
<td>56.8%</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>(12, 13)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Household secondary attack rate</td>
<td>8.4%</td>
<td>23.0%</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>(10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$R_0$: Basic Reproductive Number</td>
<td>1.68</td>
<td>1.68</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>(14)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SEVERITY</th>
<th>Range of observed values</th>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Low</th>
<th>High</th>
<th>Score</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Symptomatic case-fatality ratio</td>
<td>0.1%</td>
<td>0.3%</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>(15)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Table D.3: Measures from 1968 pandemic, all age groups

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Range of observed values</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>TRANSMISSION</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parameter</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 Cumulative incidence of illness, non-confirmed</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>43%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Cumulative incidence of illness, confirmed</td>
<td>10.4%</td>
<td>32%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 Cumulative incidence of infection, confirmed</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>15%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 Household secondary attack rate, non-confirmed</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 $R_0$: Basic Reproductive Number</td>
<td>1.06</td>
<td>2.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SEVERITY</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parameter</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 Symptomatic case-fatality ratio</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>0.05%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table D.4: Measures from 2009 pandemic, all age groups

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Range of observed values</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>TRANSMISSION</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parameter</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 Cumulative incidence of symptomatic illness, community, confirmed</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>19.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Cumulative incidence of symptomatic illness, workplace, non-confirmed</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>17.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 Household symptomatic secondary attack rate, non-confirmed</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 Household symptomatic secondary attack rate, confirmed</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 Peak of ILI activity, percent of clinic visits</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>7.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 $R_0$: Basic Reproductive Number</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>3.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SEVERITY</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parameter</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 Case-fatality ratio</td>
<td>0.007%</td>
<td>0.048%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Case-hospitalization ratio</td>
<td>0.16%</td>
<td>1.44%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 Ratio, deaths:hospitalizations</td>
<td>1.8%</td>
<td>8%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table D.5: Measures from 1977-78 season, all age groups

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TRANSMISSION</th>
<th>Range of observed values</th>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Low</th>
<th>High</th>
<th>Score</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Cumulative incidence of ILI, community, non-confirmed</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>48%</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>(34)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Cumulative incidence of symptomatic illness, community, confirmed</td>
<td>1.0%</td>
<td>20.1%</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>(35, 36)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Cumulative incidence of infection, community, confirmed</td>
<td>2.2%</td>
<td>31%</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>(37, 38)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Household secondary attack rate, infection</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>16%</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>(37)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SEVERITY</th>
<th>Range of observed values</th>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Low</th>
<th>High</th>
<th>Score</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Influenza excess mortality*</td>
<td>2.2 per 100,000</td>
<td>12.7 per 100,000</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>(39-41)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Case-hospitalization ratio</td>
<td>0.55%</td>
<td>1.60%</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>(42, 43)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Ratio, deaths:hospitalization</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>4.9%</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>(43)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*These measures to not directly estimate the clinical severity, thus the score for these measures was estimated accounting for the corresponding level of transmissibility.

Table D.6: Measures from 2006-07 season, all age groups

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TRANSMISSION</th>
<th>Range of observed values</th>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Low</th>
<th>High</th>
<th>Score</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Peak of ILI activity, percent of clinic visits</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>3.5%</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>(44)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SEVERITY</th>
<th>Range of observed values</th>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Low</th>
<th>High</th>
<th>Score</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Influenza excess mortality*</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>1.55 per 100,000</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>(39)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Influenza excess hospitalization*</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>26.1 per 100,000</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>(45)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Ratio, deaths:hospitalizations</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>5.9%</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>(45, 46)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*These measures to not directly estimate the clinical severity, thus the score for these measures was estimated accounting for the corresponding level of transmissibility.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Range of observed values</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>TRANSMISSION</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1  Cumulative incidence of symptomatic illness, community, confirmed</td>
<td>Low: 3.1</td>
<td>High: 10.8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(47)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2  Peak of ILI activity, percent of clinic visits</td>
<td>Low: --</td>
<td>High: 6%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(48)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SEVERITY</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1  Influenza excess mortality*</td>
<td>Low: --</td>
<td>High: 3.91 per 100,000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(46)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2  Influenza excess hospitalization*</td>
<td>Low: --</td>
<td>High: 66.8 per 100,000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(45)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4  Ratio, deaths:hospitalizations</td>
<td>Low: --</td>
<td>High: 5.9%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(45, 46)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*These measures to not directly estimate the clinical severity, thus the score for these measures was estimated accounting for the corresponding level of transmissibility.*
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